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Since the issue of airborne pollutants has moved to the top

of the political agenda, tne Federal Government is at another cross

/"
roads in environmental'policy. The Clean Air Reauthorization debate

and Congressional consideration of the u.S. Transboundary Air"Pollutant

Treaty will surface unresolved issues from previous environmental

legislation: possible irreversible damage versus the cost-effectiveness

of specific reguB tionS-. On the one hand, if we wait until our under-

standing of complex atmospheric and biological processes has improved,

severe damages may be incurred whose economic impact will be felt for

decades. On the other hand, precipitous legislation may waste billions

of dollars and further jeopardize the precarious financial position of

the electric utility industry.

The focus of this paper is the regulat,ory environment facing utility

decision-makers. The nature and scope of new long range transport air

pollutants (LRTAP) initiatives will determine the strategic responses
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of electric utility managers, who already face unique regulatory constraints.

If the new initiatives recognize that cost-effectiveness is a legitimate

component of sound environmental policy, managers find that action on the LRTAP

issue can save money for utilities and their customers. The saving would require

a prioritizing of enviromental goals and modification of previous technologically

driven environmental regulation. For example, in exchange for the elimination

of "lowest achievable emission rate" (LAER) technology in areas that have not

attained national air quality standards, some utilities in those regions alter

their negative posture towards LRTAP regulation.

OPEC, nuclear concerns, environmentalism, and consumerism are four

economic and political factors which complicated regulation in the 1970s

and now limit the strategies utilities might adopt to absorb, finance,

and/~r pass on the costs imposed by possible LRTAP regulations. Note that

a case cannot be made that the Clean Air Act and the 1977 Amendments are

the key factors affecting the financial viability of the elective utility

industry. If controls raise the cost of new capacity ten to twenty percent,

utility capital requirements rise, but the customer price impact is

moderated by the weight given to previously installed capacity in determining

revenue requirements. Nevertheless, the additional financial pressure is

real and placed strains on individual utilities. Clearly, the perceptions

of managers regarding alternative strategies is affected by the legal and

institutional framework in which they operate.
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1. Legal and Institutional Framework

Utili ty managers are keenly. aware of the political nature of..

regulation, whether it be related to rates of return and price structures

or to environmental control. Perceived fairness of prices and the incidence

of environmental damages may be as important as economic efficiency for

determinin.g whether or not government representatives view intervention

as justified. How utility managers perceive the legitimacy of specific

regulatory decisions depends on the political processes behind regulation.

Furthermore, managers determine whether compliance evolves smoothly or

decisions are made thaf'frustrate environmental goals. 11

The federal and state regulatory policies depicted in

Figure 1 establish the boundaries for utility decision makers. Accounting

practices used by state public utility conunissions will determine

the cash flow implications of investments associated with LRTAP initiatives.

Similarly, environmental conunissions will determine the fuel options

available to managers and which plants can be available to meet customer

demands. As emissions are monitored, and air quality impacts identified,

further technological constraints may be established to improve air

quality.

The Figure does not rank the depicted factors in terms of importance,

rather, it undersc;ores the complex interdependencies within the industry.

By overlaying key behavioral economic factors onto the mapping of legal and

institutional constraints, and further grafting technical production/planning

considerations onto the Figure, the feedbacks and natural interdependencies

within the system are underscored.

l/Compliance may be nearly voluntary in some situations, depending on the
extent that political lobbyin& administrative exceptions, and court filings
can delay the implementation of controls.
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-: FiguiFe-;,l.... al.s.o~" contains ta-e~ee-onamie~:.faeEars . influencing"· likely responses to LRTAP

regulations. Given the price-determined consumption pattern, the price structure!

determines the revenue for the utilty, which can be used to meet operating

costs, taxes, interest, dividends, R&D, and' other expenses (including

depreciation). Capital investment is driven by reliability considerations,

and currently by oil-backout, so as to achieve lower operating costs. If

internal cash flows (from retained earnings and depreciation) are inadequate,

then managers must turn to the financial markets for external funds.

Investors would evaluate a firm's prospects as weak if a firm were well into

a construction cycle and its realized rate of return far less than allowed.
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2. Political Processes Behind Regulation

In the not so-distant past, regulation had four fundamental

characteristics: 1) the roles and duties for federal and state agencies

were .well defined; (2) the set of regulatory issues consisted primarily

of rate-making and service reliability; (3) the procedures reflected an

evidentiary or quasi-judicial approach; and (4) the commission hearing

involved the formal appearance of a small number of parties. Today,

overlapping jurisdictional responsibilities, complex economic and

financial issues, on-going informal regulatory contacts, and the high

visibility of consumer spokespersons in the hearings process have all

altered the conditions facing firms. As this generation of utility

managers moved up from engineering operations and financial departments,

they saw their companies continuing on a seven percent growth path.

This "seven percent soluti9.n" combined technological improvements and

the achievement of scaLe economies with the seemingly unsatiable

demand for low cost electricity. A series of political and economic shocks

has since shaken the industry and left managers bemused at the misfortune of

holding the reins during this period of energy dislocation and changing

environmental priorities.

-"-2.1 The Changing Locus of Power in the Regulatory Process

The quiet days of utility commissioners are gone. Historically,

state electric. utility regulation had been defensive in nature.(Anderson, 1980):

(1) consumers sought protection from high rates;

(2) progressives sought protection from political machines
and monopoly power;

(3) utilities sought protection from municipal ownership.
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The prevention of abuses '-las the focus of regulation, wi th commissions

leaving the initiative for planning, pricing, and investment to utilities,

as long as customers were satisfied. Now, however, the initiative has

changed, with regulators assuming active roles in all these areas. The

time of passive reviews and narrow definitions of issues has been replaced

by confrontation politics.:?:..l

The changed regulatory climate is reflected in f~ur major

developments: intervenor participation, legislative activity, environ-

mentalist intervention, and consumer group involvement. Eighty percent

of the states reported intervenor participation in a recent survey, a

dramatic increase from the past. Furthermore, from 1975 to 1978, three-

fourths. of the states passed new laws affecting utilities. At the state

level, legislators increased commission sizes, added regul~tory functions

to PUCs and created Public Counsels. At the federal level, the creation

of the Department of Energy and new legislation, such as the<~lean Air Act

and the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA), brought additional

groups into the hearing process: "The interests of these new participants

were by no means identical. Environmentalists wanted to stop pollution;

consumers wanted to stop rate increases; regulators wanted a way out;

politicians wanted a way up.n]./

That utility executives should perceive a dilution of management

prerogatives should come as no surprise. Although LRTAP legislation is

unlikely to become the proverbial straw that breaks the backbone of

the utility industry, it could severely strain the capacities of electric

2/ .
- See Busterud (1981), Edmunds (1980), Navarro (1980), and Salesbury (1976).
3/--
- Anderson (1980), p. 24.
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utilities to meet the goal of low cost, reliable service. If in turn,

legislators pass the buck to bureaucrats, utility and other special

interest groups will litigate, so that the courts will end up deciding

priorities relating to the environment and energy.

Utility managers might prefer in-fighting to resolve issues, rather

than a clear mandate that goes against their perceived interests, but stale

mates and-delays create much uncertainty for system planners. These pm'l7er

struggles are not trivial. Uti1itjes may be required to spend billions

of dollars with minimal benefits (with these costs passed on to the

consumer) if new LRTAP regulations parallel those from the 1970s.

On the other hand, elimination of regulation would cause significant

damage, representing a reduction in the consumption possibilities

facing -the economy. Requiring utilities to take environmental impacts

into account when they make decisions is not only legitimate but

necessary. The key auestions are how much to clean up, where to clean

up, how to clean up, and who foots the bill. Utility managers are not

the ones who can best answer all these questions for society, but to

exclude them a1togethe~-from the process is to invite delay and unnecessary

cost. If elimination of regulations is totally unacceptable, redirection

may be viewed by managers and consumers as a godsend.

2.2 Behavior of Regulatol:yCommissions

Neither environmental nor rate regulation are usually at the top

of the national political agenda. Related White Hbuseand Congressional

politics tends to focus on macro-issues of inflation and unemployment,

although short periods of public pressure periodically result in bursts

of legislative activity which set the parameters by which private decisions

are made.
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Officials who ultimately carry out new regulatory mandates have the same

strengths and limitations of any set of individuals. Some are careerists, who

identify their rewards as arising from within the agency. Such people may be

middle level managers who wish to avoid scandal and tend to be oriented towards

procedures to ensure reduced risk. Officials who are politicians, on the

other hand, will position themselves for future elective or appointive

office. When they are Commissioners, their decisions will depend partly on

reactions of constituencies. A third set of participants are professionals,

who tend to comprise the rank and file technical staff. They will have

internalized the norms and values of those similar occupations elsewhere.

All three types of employees have wide discretion in their implementation

of broa~ legislative mandates.

Utility managers are aware of the unsupervised nature of most

regulation which results from case-by-case decisions. Not only is the

precedent-weighted quasi-judicial approach to regulation not conducive

to the development of comprehensive policies, but it does not eliminate

regulatory politics. ~ the environmental arena, current public opinion

seems to be pro-regulation but anti-commission, resulting in a preference

for single administrators who are left with minimal discretion regarding

standards and deadlines. Yet no simple statutory solution can fully

insulate agencies from interested parties. The attempt to do so results

in inflexibility, with its own set of built-in costs.

In both economic and environmental regulation, the increased scope in

the tasks soon becomes reflected in overleads. As the number and diversity

of the missions increase, internal conflicts arise, particularly when

legislators give multiple mandates without establishing priorities: "This
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very diffusion of political supervision of regulatory agencies has facilitated

a striking growth in judicial supervision of them. The courts provide a ready

and willing forum in which contending interests may struggle over the justifi-

cation and interpretation of specific rules and practices, matters that

ordinarily are of little interest to congressional committees or -the

White House except when dramctic events (or rivalry between two or more

congressional committ~es) bring an issue to the fore (Wilson, 1980, p. 390)."

If fundamental interests are perceived as threatened, court appeals provide

an economical way to delay or sabotoge implementation.

One feature characteristic of much regulation has been labeled

the "tar-baby effect". The complexity of the technical relationships and

tremendous information requirements for effective policy-making cause

policies to have unanticipated consequences, which, in turn, induces

additional regulations. The requirement to install scrubbers on new

generating units results in delayed retirement of older units--wh~ch runs

counter to the, goals of such regulation. .Thus, rules promote more rules,

as additional fact'ors are taken into consideration. In fact, ..such responses
_,,4"'

could have been foreseen had the incentives facing the affected utilities

been understood.

Thus, although utility managers still have primary responsibility- -I

for assessing future public needs, planning for capacity construction,

and determining the production mix (choosing from among alternative energy

sources), both federal and state agencies have tightly circumscribed the

options available to firms. Initiative has been transfered to regulatory

agencies, as utilities no longer set the agenda for issues in need of

(

resolution. Associated with the shift in power is a change in the risk-
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iness of electric utilities. As legislative expansion, administrative

application, and judicial interpretation force new constraints on decision-

makers, the susceptibility of utilities to political and economic shocks

rises.

Three strategic decisions must be made by utility managers who

try to reconcile the expectations of the company owners with the growing

set of constraints on decision""Plakers. First, managers must determine the

scope of continued participation in t.he r.ulrket, in the form or number and

variety of services provided. To date, the "service to all" mandate has

caused investments in generation, transmission, and distribution facilities

to serve unecomomic customers in some circumstances. This orientation

may change in light of the financial realities of the industry. Second,

managers must choose areas of competitive emphasIs. Within this category

of choices are price structures, inducing consumption patterns which determine

the reliability of the service. Traditional service quality goals may be

altered in response to external pressures. Third, utilities must identify

new areas for emphasis: aggressive R&D, diversification, conservation, and

exit are some potential responses to new initiatives in the area of LRTAP.

J. Regulatory Constraints on Behavior

The constraints associated with rate of return and environmental

regulation are the key determinants of managerial choices. Utility commission

treatment of the rate base, attitudes toward allowed expenses, and calculation

of a fair rate of return determine the revenue requirements for a "test-

year," which is then translated into a rate structure. Environmental

regulations also constrain the production technology, fuel use, and siting

of generation capacity. The shift in power and initiative has reduced

managerial discretion. While reduced utility profits and cleaner air may

-
be achieved through government intervention, the side-effects are not cost-

less.
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3.1 Rate Base Regulation

It is interesting to note that the focus of debate at regulatory hearings

has changed over the years, as the number of utility policies under review

increased. The change in the emphasis and scope of regulation has reduced

flexibility and increase uncertainty for utility managers. The proper definition

of rate base was once the most controversial issue: historic costs versus

reproduction costs. Then allowed expenses began to be heavily debated: advertising,

accounting practices for accelerated depreciation, and similar issues received

attention. Cost of capital was a key issue of the 1970s as new analytical and

estimation techniques were introduced into the hearing process. Added to these

areas for dispute are rate structure issues related to energy conservation and

load management. These topics were stimulated by PURPA, with recent debates

addressing cost allocation procedures, declining block structures, and

prices·which better reflect present cost structures.

An increase in intervenors accompanied the expansion of issues

addressed in hearings, which put managers further on the defensive. No

longer was the agenda established by utilities: more groups with stakes in

the outcome began to put pressure on regulators. The financial treatment

of construction costs and depreciation illustrate the discretion of state

regulators. Each practice also illustrates how capital-intensive technologies

for dealing with LRAT have different financial implications for utilities,

depending on regulatory policies.

The lead time for a new coal plant is eight to ten years~_while

a nuclear plant takes twelve years or more ·to build. A generating unit

with a long construction period requires funds, which means that the

suppliers of captial have to be compensated for the use of their funds.
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Since the plant under construction is not "used and useful," some regulators

have not allowed this "construction work in progress" (CWIP) in the

rate base. The investors earned a return on their capital investment

through an "allowance for funds used during construction" (AFUDC), which

applied a capital financing chareg to the construction expenditure. If

such expenditures at the start of year one that went into the rate base

in year two, would show up as $1.1 million. At that time, investors would

begin to earn a return on their investment through the larger rate base.

The return of their investment would be reflected in higher depreciation

charges than would otherwise have been the case.

Since securities (stocks and bonds) have to be sold years prior

to when a plant goes into service, dividends a~d interest must be paid out;

although AFUDCshowed up in the income statement, it was not cash, so if a

utility ob.talned a significant portion of its income as AFUDC, it had

cash flow problems. During the 1960s, prior to the impact of inflation

and strict environmental controls, the ratio of AFUDC to net income was

about .05, so cash flow impacts were negligible. The ratio is now roughly

.50 for the- industry; some firms in growing regions of the country face

severe financial pressures. As Brigham (1981) notes, investors are skeptical

of firms which sell securities to pay interest and dividends on old

bonds and stock. Empirical evidence shows that firms with large AFUDC have

higher cost of both debt and equity.

Some regulators allow construction for environmental controls
~.+.;

to go immediately into the rate base, since it is a cost current voters are

imposing on future consumers-- even though thos~ expenditures also benefit

future citizens by reducing the damages from pollution. However, treat-

ment is uneven across the states, and many capital investments necessary

because of environmental regulation would not normally be covered. For

example, if a plant has to be built ten percent larger to operate fans
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and waste removal processes, the additional capacity may not be allowed

in the rate base until the unit goes on line, depending on the jurisdiction.

Thus, construction lags and cost increases due to environmental constraints·

have placed additional financial strain on the industry.

Another accounting issue is the reporting of tax liabilities.

Like most corporations, utilities usually ~ille accelerated depreciation for

determining taxes, but straight-line depreciation tends to be applied to

the cost of goods and services sold. Although this accounting procedure

postpones federal income taxes, the deferred taxes represent a liability for

the firm. About half the states permit utilities to "normalize" the effects

of accelerated depreciation, while the rest require the tax savings to be

passed on or "flowed-through" to current customers through lower prices.

Whatever the pros and cons of these alternative accounting treatments,

there is empirical evidence that flow-through firms have higher capital

costs than those which are permitted to normalize, due to the lower cash

flows associated with the former (Morris, 1980). Treatment of investment

tax credits involves the same choice between normalizing or flowing through

the benefits•.

Again, the implications of such practi~es for new LRTAP legislation

is mainly that managers find themselves in different financial circumstances.

Those who normalize and are allowed to put significant portions of con-

struction work in progress directly into the rate base will have less trouble

raising capital than those who must conform to different accounting

practices. The financial markets evaluate which firms are likely to

actually earn the cost of capital; those firms whose riskiness is not

adequately reflected in the allowed rate of return find their bond ratings

falling and their stock selling at less than book value.

Another depreciation-related issue is how the "early retirement" of

generating units is treated. A unit that is not yet fully depreciated ShOl-lS
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up in the rate base, so a return is earned on the undepreciated value of

the capital investment. Unless early retirement is accompanied by allowing

the firm to write-off the book v'due of the unit, managers will be reluctant

to take a unit out of production, even if there would be operating savings

and reduced pollution.

Regulatory discretion regarding the treatment of expenses raises

issues similar to those involving rate base determination. Automatic

adjustment clauses (AACs) are devices for linking prices to cost increases,

with the "fuel adjustment clause" serving as a technique for passing fuel

costs increases directly to customers, thus avoiding an expensive hearing

process. Evidence of prudent purchases may be presented at monthly or

quarterly regulatory reviews, but full blown rate cases are avoided.

AACS allow regulators to re-allocate some of the risk arising from the

use of a historical test year for establishing rates. Without AACs, investors

recognize that there are some cost increases (and perhaps decreases) which may

occur; the associated risk of seeing the set electricity price become unremu

nerative due to input price increases will cause a higher cost of capital. On

the other hand, forcing customers to break the risk is not costless -- both in

terms of managerial incentive inpacts and efficient risk-bearing.

The determination of the allowed rate of return introduces further

regulatory questions related to the treatment of holding companies, the

capital structure for weighting the debt and equity rates, and attrition.

Attrition refers to a situation in which non-indexed cost increases cause the

actual rate of return to fall outside and below the targeted range for the

allowed rate of return. Regulatory lag, historical test years, and

declining load factors can cause the realized rate of return on investment

to be less than the cost of capital. Brigham (1981) notes that despite AACs,

" ••• 93 of the 100 largest utilities in 1980 earned less than their authorized

or target rates of return." The same situation has existed since 1973, when

OPEC triggered inflationary spurts.
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Pricing decisions used to be relatively uncontroversial. Now,

with federal government intervention throug~ PURPA, rate structure issues

are gaining much more attention than in the past. Load management through

time-of-use rates, direct load control, and/or conservation incentives has

impacts on price structures, future capacity needs, and revenues. These

regulatory initiatives also introduce greater uncertainty into the

regulatory process, since the outcomes depend on behavioral responses,

about which we know little. These load management strategies illustrate

how traditional rate and environmental regulators fail to take interrelationships

into account. Reductions in total emissions due to PUC mandated load

management programs are ignored by environmental regulators, since the latter

have tended to mandate spe~ific control technologies to reduce emissions.

3.2 Environmental Regulation

The laws and policies affecting the electric utility industry are

extremely complex.A! Two major provisions of the 1970 Clean Air Act

established new-source-performance-standards (NSPS) and national ambient-air-

quality standards (NAAQS). The NSPS provision restricted sulfur-dioxide

(S02) emissions (resulting from coal fired generating units) to 1.2 lbs.

per million BTU's. The NAAQS provision established "safe" levels of S02 and

five other pollutants--dividing the country into air quality regions for

purposes of state implementation plans (SIPs) to clean up non-attainment areas.

Since utilities had a choice between installing expensive "scrubbers" to

remove sulfur or burning low sulfur coal, many chose to import Western low

i/see Navarro (1980), for an article that has succeeded in describing the
key features of regulation quite well.
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sulfur coal, thus affecting the markets for so-called "dirty" Eastern coal.

Also, the NAAQS caused Easteyn states to impose stricter controls in non-

attainment areas, making other regions more attractive for growth. These

two provisions affected the East, causing a kind of backlash in the 1977

Clean Air Act Amendments.

The 1977 Amendments have been characterized asa victory for the

Eastern-industrial!coal-producer!environmentalist coalition:

The major provisions of the 1977 amendments developed to
neutralize the West's advantages were: more stringent
new-source performance-standards (NSPS); the institutionalizing
and toughening of the Environmental Protection Agency's .
"prevention of significant deterioration" policy; new
"visibility" provisions; and the baldest distributional
measure, a se;_tion to protect "local coal." (Navarro,
1980, p. 39)'

The tightened NSPS required new (or substantially modified) coal burning

plants to achieve "a percentage reduction in emissions" on a continuous

basis -- which forced all new coal units to use scrubbers regardless of

the sulfur content of coal. Cost-effectiveness was given minimal attention.

The "local coal" provision was a blatant attempt to keep existing plants

from using Western coal; when jobs were at risk in the high-sulfur coal

mines of Ohio and Illinois, local legislators rushed to the rescue. Again,

fairness, rather than efficiency, seemed to be the determining factor;

however, fairness to electricity customers did not seem to weigh as heavily

in the debate.

The prevention of significant determination (PSD) and the visibility

sections of the amendments directly undermined the advantages of locating

plants in the west. Furthermore, in relatively clean areas, firms had to

install "best available control technology" (BACT) and existing pollution

sources could be forced to install "best available retrofit technology"
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(BART) to reduce emissions. The economics of these restrictions will be

further discussed later. For now, they stand as stark testimony to our

willingness to incur inefficiencies in order to prevent the redistribution

of income (in this instance, away from the East). Now LRTAP, much of which

may originate in those states most anxious to protect jobs, is being

addressed~ Perhaps a new coalition will form -- now between the West and

environmentalists -- to force reductions in emissions from key regions.

That might be ironic retribution for the East's discarding of cost

effectiveness criteria in the 1977 Amendments. Unfortunately for our

economy and for the Eastern electric utility industry, further technological

fixes through a new alliance could be very,. very costly. <"'_

This brief review of the regulatory environment characterized the electric

utility industry as being subject to multiple layers of regulation. The

potential addition of more stringent environmental regulations to deal with

LRTAP needs to be considered in the context of the industry today: the

technological options for generating capacity, the prices of alternative fuels,

the financial conditions facing firms, and the regulatory climate likely to

previal in the 1980s. Given the economic and institutional constraints and

managerial attitudes, we can conclude that if cost-effectiveness is not. given

a higher priority than in the past, the potential impact on customers and

society in general may be severe. The question i~ not whether to reduce

environmental damage, but how much, by whom, and how. The issue of who pays

is also very important from the public policy standpoint. Thus, economic

and distributional criteria must be applied to alternative regulatory

secenarios to determine whether the benefits exceed costs of new environmental

regulations. Furthermore, it is useful to check whether the additional

benefits from slightly tighter regulations outweigh the additional costs,

which can be very high. Thus, if we push beyond the socially efficient point

for reducing omissions, we will be applying resources to lower valued uses than
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4. Institutional Constraints on Choices

Current economic and environmental regulations constrain the prices,

investments, and emissions of electric utilities. Some of these constraints

would pass a benefit-cost test: monopoly pricing causes economic mis

allocations and unfettered production decisions can result in significant

economic damages through pollution. Rew-ever, the particular .£orlll,ofsQJJ1e constraints

can be counterproductive, as can the combination of two constraints which

would alone be quite benign. An example of an individual constraint is a

low allowed rate of return, such that utilities are not permitted to earn the

cost of capital. This pattern results in reduced investment and delayed

maintenance in the short run, and an even higher cost of capital in the long

run, as. investors leave the utility financial markets to avoid regulatory

risk. Similarly, NSPS have increased the cost of new capacity relative to old

generating units, causing delays in retirement of units with 9jgh levels of

emissions. Major new environmental initiatives should not be taken before

fully considering the possible unintended consequences.

4.1 Rate Base Regulation

The theory of rate base regulation now extends to hundreds of articles

and numerous empirical tests. Unfortunately, neither the highly stylized

models nor the statistical tests gi~e us conclusive insights into how

additional environmental controls will actually affect the input choices.

The initial theoretical work by Averch and Johnson (1962) suggested that rate

of return regulation would increase output beyond that provided under monopoly,

but. that the input mix would be distorted toward more capital than would be

efficient for producing the new level of output. However, the presence of

uncertainty can reverse this conclusion (Peles-Stein, 1976). The many

empirical studies yield mixed results regarding the AJ hypothesis.
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Initial consideration of overlaying environmental controls onto rate

base regulation might yield the conclusion that during the 1960s and early

1970s utilities would welcome the expansion of the rate base, since when the

cost of capital in less than the allowed rate of return, additional

physical capital implies higher total profits (assuming demand to be

inelastic). Yet managers very early expressed concern regarding the

implementation of environmental controls. Utilities have not embraced this

one sure-fire way to add to the rate base. Even when there is a fuel

adjustment clause permitting ~irect pass through of higher fuel costs (as

when low sulfur oil is required), utilities have tended to fight mandated

technologies or fuel use when they perceived low cost-effectiveness of such

environmental protection policies. Either utilities are just naturally

perverse,fighting against their own (theoretical) best interest, or they

operate in a cost mintmizing mode -- trying to keep prices down

and consume~s (and thus, utility commissions) off their backs o

An alternative explanation is that the AJ conclusions are correct,

but the allowed rate of return is less than the actual cost of capital

causing an input mix bias away from capital intensive processes. Many of

the regulations involve heavy capital expenditures for controls, capacity

for replacement power, and site-related opportunity costs (such as

transmission). If attrition or consumerism or both have caused the allowed

rate of return to drop below the actual cost of capital, utility managers

would fight environmental regulations (as AJ postulates). Whether or not

the most simplistic theory mirrors reality is not so important as the

actual managerial responses provoked by new regulation.
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4.2 The "Technological Fix"

Environmental Protection Agency decisions and previous legislation have

tended to mandate specific technologies. Percentage reductions in sulfur

dioxide emissions are required, regardless of costs. Scrubbers are

required on new units regardless of type of fuel used. Certain fuels

(natural gas) are forbidden for new units under t he National Energy Act.

Multiple layers of regulation have so constrained utility decision-makers

that they do not even realize the full extent of the cost increases mandated

by environmental regulation. The simple goal of reduced emissions has become

a tar-baby of astounding complexity. Touch it here, and you have to

straighten it there.
"d'"

With both hands full," we turn to our feet, to kick a

little sense into the sticky creature. That sticky creature is, in fact, a

complicated combination of many institutional, engineering, financial, and

economic forces. While a swift kick might feel good to those environmentalists

who perceive LRTAP as a problem, that strategy could backfire.

5. Criteria to Evaluate Abatement Strategies

".. a?his paIH~r' has not tcriedto evalaate the many

possible scenarios for dealing with the LRTAP of pollutants. Rather,

it des·crin~es·· th.emul:tiple.constrai.nts facing decision-makers.

The competitive firm of neoclassical e'conomic theory faces constraints as

well: the firm is a price-taker in the output market, input prices are also

predetermined, and the underlying production technology is given. Ex-

tending the simple model, we find that the addition of product quality, cost

and demand uncertainty, and research and development choices provides

managers with substantial scope for affecting a firm's profitability. The
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economic criteria by which we evaluate the performance of the electric

utility industry stems from this competitive model, properly adjusted to take

into account additional issues like product quality and innovation.

Distributional criteria are essentially political, since they relate

to the perceived fairness of situations. Yet economics can identify the

costs associated with achieving alternative distributional outcomes and

can suggest ways to reduce allocative distortions caused by some forms of

intervention. Before considering the efficiency and equity aspects of new

LRAT regulations, the perceived legitimacy of environmental initiatives warrants

,/

Perceived Legitimacy of Environmental Regulatiuns

The political process will be dealing with two major groups in the

upcoming deliberations regarding LRTAP. The perceptions of utility executives

and ~nvironmentalist leaders will affect the pressures brought to bear upon

our elected representatives; those elected officials will also be looking to

broad public opinion for hints of what may later prove to be unacceptable.

Legitimacy involves the sanctioned use of power. If an act is con

stitutionally proper and is in line with widely shared views of the

government's role, it has legitimacy. If those affected by decisions do

not see policy as emerging from a legitimate process, then lawsuits or

old-fashioned foot-dragging result. Either tactic can delay implementation

of new initiatives, and result in high costs to active participants and those

affected by emissions.
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Utility executive perceptions are quite relevant here. Managers observe

at least three facets of the political process: pork barrel "distributive"

politics, "pluralist" politics, and "veto" politics. In the first type of

political activity, the legislature is viewed as allocating "goodies" through

taxation, expenditures, and regulation. Those who gain may be concentrated in

particular groups, while the costs are dispersed through the population.

"Pluralist" politics, on the other hand involves a much more visible

struggle among, participants - as between the Sierra Club and utilities.

Incremental policy modifications arise due to successive limited comparisons

between alternatives. Compromise is the key aspect of this processo

In "veto" politics, the outcome is bet"ter viewed not as p'olicies but

as residuals. Splinter groups running single issue campaigns characterize

such processes, with anonymous bureaucracies sometimes left to sort out the

contradictory policies implied in legislation emerging from this political

mode. The end result may be stalemate:

"Environmental vetoes may be critically important to the protectivn
of delicate ecosystems and special scenic areas, but they are
hardly the fundament of comprehensive policy. Since such vetoes
are controversial in character, flaunting the norm of compromise,
they are issued only sporadically, and probably for idiosyncratic
reasons as well. Essentially, they are a negative force, blocking
positive action, and almost irrelevant to the identification of
policy alternatives or the development of environmental and energy
policies covering a wide range of considerations." (Gilmour, p. 191)

Utility managers might 'like to take advantage of pork barrel poIi tics,

but they probably·, recognize that the rough and tumble of pluralist politics

at least offers a route to compromise. What they fear is stalemate, which

creates uncertainty for system planners. Perhaps even worse are policies

which ignore cost-effectiveness, since they imply that the additional

resources going into environmental clean-up activities do not have to pass
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the test applied to all other utility investments. The concommitant

financial and regulatory constraints place managers in the position of

raising the ire of customers (due to higher prices and/or reduced reliability)

and the hostility of investors (when direct and indirect capital cQsts induce

stock issues with price below hook value).

The attitudes vary somewhat across geographic ar~s, but the basic thrusts

are similar. For example in growing regions, utilities will have heavy

financial needs for capacity expansion. NSPS and newLRTAP regulations have

large impacts on these firms. For stable or declining markets (as in parts

of the Northeast), oil back-out is the motivation for new capacity.
/-

Conversions also involve investments, with major changes bringing the old

units under NSPS, thus increasing conversion costs. The potential for

favoritism arises in such situations, since if the DOE "requires" conversion,

NSPS may be avoided, thus helping utilities and their customers. Utility

executives do not lika being placed in the position of seeking. special

dispensations, but if such prayers reduce financial pressures, executives

will certainly devote resources to lobbying. An unfortunate by-product of

participation in the political arena is the potential creation of regulatory-

uncertainty, which significantly complicates the planning process.

--Pigure I depicts how environmental re~ulations directly affect thel

1 . t'l'ties Fuel prices and projected systemexpansion plan of e ectrlc u 1 1 •

reliability (given demand forecasts and capacity availability) determine the

1 .. 1 Sl·ze·, number, type, and sites of generating unitsopt ima expanslon p an:
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and associated transmission investments. Emission controls affect each of

these capacity decisions. The- resulting construction expenditures will

also tend to involve longer lead times, which implies greater financial

requirements. The Figure also depicts some of the indirect costs that are

ignored in some studies. For example, if the addition of controls decreases

the reliability of an individual generating unit,

On the surface, p.ercept~ons of environmentalists are almost diametrically

opposed to those of utility managers. Legitimacy of current policies is

accepted as obvious, since unfettered markets would result in substantial

environmental damages. This group looks for three things: measureable

impacts, major improvements, and symbolic gains. Unfortunately, a large

reduction .in pollution is_~ot necessarily better than a small one (as when

the latter affects large populations and the former does not). Thus, measure-

able impacts that are divorced from economic value considerations may not

be in the best interest of society. Similarly, major improvements in one

geographic area, or for one industry, or for one pollutant may look like a

-
significant accomplishment, but if the resources that went into damage

reduction had been allocated differently, much more may have been possible.

Finally, symbolic victories set a tone for later policies, and generate

euphoria within the group pushing the particular issue. Yet, the long run

consequence may be to lose the support of broad segments of the population,

so necessary in determining political outcomes.

Public opinion polls are notorious for asking people if they like "apple

pie," leaving out the fact that more apple pie means less apple cider.

Wording of questions can dictate the results. Nevertheless, one

study of Fortune 500 executives found a significant decline in
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support for environmental regulation. In 1969, 57% of the businessmen wanted

to "step up regulatory action", 8% wanted to "cut back" in this area. The

support from the business community was strong. After all, executives are

exposed to the same environmental hazards as others. Yet by 1974, only 10%

wanted to expand environmental regulation, and 56% wanted to cut back (see

Kafalas and Carroll, 1976). Certainly, this group's perception of the legitimacy

of controls had changed dramatically. Environmentalists are not viewed

as representing general public opinion, but appear as just another pressure

group with an ax to grind. Despite the universal recognition that inter-

vention is legitimate, env~xonmentalistsmay have lost the support of the

business. A backlash would be most unfortunate, since envi~@nmental damage

is real and warrants attention. If this concern loses its legitimacy and

drops to a lower priority on the national agenda, the development might be

attributable to a mentality of "environmental improvements at any price."

5.2. Economic Criteria

The introduction of economic criteria diffuses much of the developing

oppcsition to environmental intervention. Constraints on the decision to emit _

502 gain legitimacy in the eyes of utility decision-makers when they retain

some flexibility in how to achieve the desired air quality standards. Ultimately,

the concern is with impacts on humans-- our ability to keep healthy, our ability

to use lakes for recreation, and our ability to maintain buildings, equipment,

and agricultural land in productive modes. Thus, some rough estimates of the

benefits from investments in environmental control are essential to

assure cost-effective use of resources. If we devote billions of dollars of

resources to minor improvements in air quality, while ignoring potential

investments in other areas (like pre-natal health care, health-screening
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programs, or reduction of other environmental damages), then the symbolic

victories are not only ephemeral, but superficial. The introduction of

economic criteria may be a scary prospect for one who values a clean

environment above all other goods and services, yet by addressing trade-offs

directly, the goal of a cleaner environment may be better served.~1

Economists use the term "production possibility frontier" to

characterize the output combinations that can be achieved given current

resources and technology. For example, in Figure 2, any point on FF'

represents a technically efficient combination of inputs, where the outputs

are goods and services and air quality. Thus, point B is on the frontier:

no rearrangement of inpu~ or control technologies can improve the air quality

index without yielding fewer goods and services. Points E and C are also

technically efficient - that is, given the technological and resource

constraints, these points represent the maximum amounts of other outputs that

can be attained while ac~ieving specific levels of air quality.

Most economists would agree with the following proposition:

(1) Current environmental regulations do "not pass the test for
technical efficiency. They are not least cost procedures
for achieving given levels of air quality.

Thus, we are currently at a point like A in Figure 2.§J Resources are being

wasted. Economists would also tend to agree with a second proposition:

(2) Determining the optimal mix of environmental amenities and
other goods and services is an exceedingly complex problem
in social choice.

51see Chilton and Penoyer (1981) for a number of thoughtful recommendations
for specific ways The Clean Air Act could be made more cost-effective. Reagan
EPA appointees have stressed similar concerns; see, for example, Clark (1981),
Associate Administrator for Policy and Resource Management

~/Miedema (1975), in an empirical assessment of emission control regulations
in St. Louis, Missouri found that meeting the air quality goals cost seventy
p:rcent more than the least-cost method. Those funds could have bought cleaner
alr or other goods and a services.
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Figure 2

Technical Efficiency vs. Mandated Standards
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That i~ while combinations B, E, and C might each be prefered to point A,

choosing from among these alternatives is difficult. Identifying how the

populace values the options involves very complicated comparisons to be

discussed in the next section. For now we introduce the term allocative

efficiency to apply to the output combination being both technically efficient

(least cost) and reflecting the relative subjective valuations people place

on the two items in question: air quality and other goods and services.

We can t~eat. new environmental regulation as a movement to the right

of point A. Thus, control of LRTAP could move the economy to point D.

Even though the improvement in- air quality is achieved at the expense of

other goods and services, society might view this change as an {~provement

over point A. If D is prefered to A the regulation is allocatively more

efficient than previous regulation.

Note, however, that point C could also be achieved, by stressing technically

efficient input combinations. If LAER is one of the new constraints forcing

us inside the production possibility frontier, then by replacing this

requirement with some other regulation, we can achieve improvements in air

quality, without giving up other goods and services. If scrubbers are

mandated whether or not low sulfur coal is burned, the elimination of this

constraint and the addition of some other regulation could result in movement

towards C. G is prefp-rred to D, since both air quality and other goods and

services are greater. in the former. Thus, LRTAP can be-addressed" without

causing severe economic dislocations if we are willing to recognize efficiency

considerations.

A further implication of allocative efficiency is that the price consumers

pay for a service, such as electricity, reflect the social costs of

production. Massive subsidies to cover environmental costs provide precisely
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the wrong signals to consumers, since lower prices result. Customers would

then substitute the polluting product for other, non-polluting products --

causing a need for even greater subsidies. Thus, price signals become an

important aspect of state al10cative efficiency.

Innovative efficiency is another factor when considering alternative

regulatory scenarios. Some people argue that by forcing specific technological

solutions to environmental problems, the rate of technological change is

increased. Figure 3 shows a shift in the production possibility frontier from

FF' to FF", representing innovations which allow new combinations of air

quality and other goods and services. Points Hand G are on the new

./
frontier, which is based on the resources available to the economy and the

new pollution control technologies. The rate at which the frontier shifts

out is important for evaluating public policy. If technological change is

encouraged by the regulatory process, society might be willing to incur

technical inefficiencies today (remaining at A) in order to achieve

significant advances in the future (allowing us to be at H or G).

At issue, then, is whether current environmental regulations result in

a "great leap forward" from A to G (path 1). All the evidence is not in, so

a definitive answer is not available. Yet it seems as plausible to argue that

path 2 (from E to G) is more likely to obtain. When utilities have

incentives to reduce emissions, they will surely devote resources to doing

so. Currently, if mandated standards are met, there are no financial gains

to surpassing the emission quotas. The innovative efficiency consequences

of current approaches to environmental regulation are unclear, but a strong

case can be built for another proposition:
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Figure 3

Innovative Efficiency and Environmental Regulation
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(3) A technology-fix approach to environmental regulation plus
mandated emission standards provides less incentive for R&D
activity to improve air quality than an emissions tax system
or an "emission rights" approach to regulation.

Market-like mechanisms allow decision-makers (at the level where it matters)

to make those adjustments and modifications which cumulatively represent

technological advance.

Another efficiency criteria involves the allocation of risk across

various groups, including financial risk and health risk. This area is

even more complicated than the previous one, since there are markets for

allocating some types of risk, while other types of risk are handled in-

directly, as with health insurance. Economic regulation has significant
11';"."".

impacts on financial risk, while environmental regulation affects health

and other risks. Financial markets exist partly because people are willing

to give up certainty in exchange for higher returns and associated risk.

Investors have different perceptions of the possibilities for financial

return and of the risks associated with different investments. Our financial

markets provide a wide range of investment options, allowing people to

choose combinations (portfolios) of assets which best meet their objectives.

Although some risk can be diversified away, the uncertain future has an

impact today. If a firm makes a bad investment and fails, investors

took the risk and the roll of the die declares them to be losers. That loss

cannot be avoided after the fact. It can be allocated differently. For

example, a government subsidy could save the firm. Now taxpayers are the

ones who bore the risk of failure. Most economists would argue that such

an allocation of risk has at least two impacts-: (1) those who were willing

and able to take a risk did not bear the risk, instead others who were

unwilling or unable to make risky investments ended up rescuing the firm;

and (2) incentives for owners to monitor and reward manager's decisions are

reduced, since bail-outs are likely.
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. How do these points apply to electric utilities? One "solution" to

keep prices down is to subsidize environmental controls. Tax free pollution

control bonds represent one such subsidy, but a creative policy-maker could

devise many other ways to transfer costs (and risks) to taxpayers. National-

ization, a real fear in the minds of some utility executives, represents another

way to re-allocate costs and risks away from those who are most able and

willing to bear those risks. Furthermore, some of those risks are man-made--

reflecting erratic regulatory commissions, unnecessary lags in the rate-

making process, and uncertainty about the dozens of issues calling for

resolution in rate cases. In a world of Three-Mile Island, the Fuel Use

Act, and coal conversions, the uncertainty facing utilities is partly due to

aspects of demand and supply, but also due to uncertainty created by regulatory

institutions~ One could argue that present regulatory practices do not

encourage the efficient allocation of risk; furthermore, some environmental

regulation scenarios exacerbate the situation.

The issue of health risk is perhaps even more complicated, since it

is so fraught with hidden assumptions. Here, we begin to address just

where on the production possibility frontier citizens prefer to be. Higher

air quality presumably implies less health risk. The solution regarding the

mix of air quality and other goods requires some agreement on distributional

criteria, since allocative efficiency (whether B- or C is preferred in Figure

z,) is dependent on '-the underlying income dis tribution.

5. /3 Distributional Criteria

Fairness has many dimensions. One person may assert that it is fair

to share the burden of cleaning up the environment. Another may maintain

that it is fair to have those responsible for emissions pay for reducing the

emissions. Regional impacts come into play, particul~rly if the "share
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the burden" approach is adopted. While a "those who cause" approach

dictates another set of policies.

Furthermore, what weight is to be given to fairness, if the result

is a reduction in efficiency? The answer is essentially a political one,

although the perceived legitimacy of the policy (or non-policy) response

depends on how clearly the trade-offs are understood by citizens and their

representatives. This short paper cannot hope to mak~ a dent in the

distributional issues that must be resolved by the political process, but

it can underscore the need to systemmatically consider the distributional

consequences of alternative scenarios. If we are more worried about per
/

capita exposure to S02 concentrations than per acre exposure, then population

density begins to playa role in decisions (on efficiency as well as fairness

grounds). Next, the question as to who is affected arises: the elderly

and children are presumably more susceptible to health impacts, so precision

in policy~makingwould re4uire attention to this aspect of the problem.

Finally, behind the allocative efficiency criterion is the consumer's

"willingness to pay". Since environmental improvements affect everyone in

the relevant geographic area, these valuations need to be identified to

determine the cost-effective level of emissions. Since they will depend

on a person's income, we find ourselves having to make a political value-

judgement. If upper middle class America prefers higher elect'ricity prices

and cleaner air, but lower income groups prefer the cheaper energy relative

to marginal improvements in air quality, the choice between Band C in

Figure 2 becomes a tough one for the political process~ One proposition re-

garding the quandry can be supported:

(4) ~fuile the optimal mix of environmental amenities and other
goods and services involves making difficult politlcal choices,
the reduction in technical inefficiency can reduce acrimonious
debate, since the preferences of all participants can be met partly
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out of the gains from better use of resources and available
technologies.

The role of priorities becomes important since a shift in emphasis to LRAT

may cause more attention to be placed on the total amount of S02 emitted,

and less on local episodic impacts related to short range air transport.

Surely there exist trade-offs between these two air quality indices, so

that the multidimensional character of the productio~ possibility frontier

is brought to the fore.

Two other distributional issues warrent attention: admini~trative

feasibility and international- impacts. The administrative costs of

regulation -- both economic and environmental':"'- are non-trivial./- Taxpayers

in general pay these costs, although specific groups may be beneficiaries.

As regulation becomes more and more detailed, the efficiency consequences

may be negative, but so are the distributional consequences. Bureaucratic

empires, once built, have a life of their own, with the general public

footing the bill. If ways can be devised to reduce information requirements

and limit the role of bureaucratic preferences in the regulatory process,

we will all be winners.

Trans-national issues have efficiency and distributional components as

well. Certainly, precedents are set for dealing with future environmental

problems, so one would like the LRTAP policy that emerges to be one which

could apply to watE~r as well as air-related problems. Even-handedness in

international affairs is always called for, particularly when closely

linked neighbors are involved. If the concept of legitimacy has any

relevance at all to domestic problem-solving, it certainly is appropriate in

the context of sensitive international problems.
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6. Conclusions

Are comprehensive policies possible through centralized agencies?

We have overloaded EPA with responsibilities, leaving it to choose from

among: (1) taking a path of least resistance, (2) spreading its resources

evenly over all areas, (3) enforcing deadlines because specific requirements

can be monitored, (4) achieving sYmbolic victories, and (5) letting

bureaucratic preferences determine priorities. When priorities do not

have' to be e.nunciated, the resulting policies are going to be looked at

with skepticism by those who believe that environmental " .•• decisions must

be made consciously, l~jitimately, and accountably, rather than by default,

by inertia, or by bureaucratic preferences" (Andrews, 1979, p. 100).

At .its worst, an interventionist government can become a government of

client groups. Liberals fear that agencies will be captured by those being

regulated, so they have tended to support specific standards with minimum

discretion, sunset laws, court review, and consumer advocacy as approaches

for dealing with special interests, especially big business. Conservatives,

on the other hand, want to see less government intervention, leaving the

market to sort out what firms and technologies are to survive. Economic and

environmental regulation tend to be accepted by both ideologies as necessary.

But the emphasis still differs, with different presumptions made about who

benefits from specific policies. Environme~tal regulation, in particular,

seems to invite the kinds of ideological confrontations that mmce comprehensive

policies almost impossible.

Can conflicting pressures be resolved in the political arena? It

may be that solutions via compromise do not exist. Many alternative

institutional arrangements can deal with environmental decisions:



public commissions, referenda, judicial proceedings, benefit-cost calculations,

and legislative vote trading. Each has strengths and limitations. What is

stressed here is that the choice of who is to decide what questions; and how

weights are to be assigned fairness and efficiency are social choice questions.

Perhaps we have not adequately explored the implications of the alternative

arrangements for the resolution of fundamental environmental issues. The

opportunity cost of past environmental strategies has been high due to

inefficiencies; in addition, current mandates do not solve the problem of"·

fairness. Given the complex investment, planning, and production inter..·

dependencies summarized here, it is hard to justify an "environmental

regulation as usual" approach to LRTAP.

.'
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